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Touching Spirit Bear
Harper Collins In his Nautilus Award-winning classic Touching Spirit Bear, author Ben Mikaelson delivers a powerful coming-of-age story of a boy who must overcome the eﬀects that violence has had on his life. After severely injuring Peter Driscal in an empty parking lot, mischief-maker Cole Matthews is
in major trouble. But instead of jail time, Cole is given another option: attend Circle Justice, an alternative program that sends juvenile oﬀenders to a remote Alaskan Island to focus on changing their ways. Desperate to avoid prison, Cole fakes humility and agrees to go. While there, Cole is mauled by a
mysterious white bear and left for dead. Thoughts of his abusive parents, helpless Peter, and his own anger cause him to examine his actions and seek redemption—from the spirit bear that attacked him, from his victims, and, most importantly, from himself. Ben Mikaelsen paints a vivid picture of a
juvenile oﬀender, examining the roots of his anger without absolving him of responsibility for his actions, and questioning a society in which angry people make victims of their peers and communities. Touching Spirit Bear is a poignant testimonial to the power of a pain that can destroy, or lead to
healing. A strong choice for independent reading, sharing in the classroom, homeschooling, and book groups.

Ghost of Spirit Bear
Harper Collins In award-winning author Ben Mikaelsen’s riveting sequel to the acclaimed word-of-mouth bestseller Touching Spirit Bear, readers will be captivated by what Booklist calls a “hugely satisfying resolution.” Life in the wilderness—exiled from civilization as a punishment for his violent
behavior—had its own set of hurdles, but for ﬁfteen-year-old Cole Matthews, it's returning home and facing high school that feels most daunting. With gangs and physical altercations haunting the hallways of their school, Cole and his former victim Peter—who Cole has now become friends with—must
face it all together. So when Peter’s limp and speech impediment make him a natural target for bullies, Cole’s suppressed rage comes bubbling to the surface a lot quicker than he anticipated. Will he throw everything away that he learned on the healing, remote Alaskan island? In this tale of survival
and self-awareness, Cole realizes it's not enough to change himself. He has to change his world.

Tree Girl
Harper Collins They call Gabriela Tree Girl. Gabi climbs trees to be within reach of the eagles and watch the sun rise into an empty sky. She is at home among the outstretched branches of the Guatemalan forests. Then one day from the safety of a tree, Gabi witnesses the sights and sounds of an
unspeakable massacre. She vows to be Tree Girl no more and joins the hordes of refugees struggling to reach the Mexican border. She has lost her whole family; her entire village has been wiped out. Yet she clings to the hope that she will be reunited with her youngest sister, Alicia. Over dangerous
miles and months of hunger and thirst, Gabriela's search for Alicia and for a safe haven becomes a search for self. Having turned her back on her own identity, can she hope to claim a new life? Ages 12+

Petey (new cover)
Hyperion In 1922, at the age of two, Petey's distraught parents commit him to the state's insane asylum, unaware that their son is actually suﬀering from severe cerebral palsy. Bound by his wheelchair and struggling to communicate with the people around him, Petey ﬁnds a way to remain kind and
generous despite the horriﬁc conditions in his new "home." Through the decades, he befriends several caretakers but is heartbroken when each eventually leaves him. Determined not to be hurt again, he vows to no longer let hope of lifelong friends and family torment him. That changes after he is
moved into a nursing home and meets a young teen named Trevor Ladd; he sees something in the boy and decides to risk friendship one last time. Trevor, new to town and a bit of a loner, is at ﬁrst weary of the old man in the wheelchair. But after hearing more of his story, Trevor learns that there is
much more to Petey than meets the eye. Petey is a touching story of friendship, discovery, and the uplifting power of the human spirit.

The Fated Sky
Libraries Unlimited Ran, a sixteen-year-old Viking girl, struggles to control the events of her life and escape from the death that is supposed to be her destiny.

Sparrow Hawk Red
Perfection Learning Thirteen-year-old Ricky, The Mexican American son of a former Drug Enforcement Agency man, tries to avenge his mother's murder by crossing over into Mexico to steal a high-tech radar plane from drug smugglers.

Jungle of Bones
Scholastic Inc. Lost and alone in the jungle, one boy will have to let go of his assumptions and anger, or be dragged down with them. Dylan Barstow has ﬁnally crossed the line. After getting caught on a late-night joyride in a stolen car, Dylan is shipped oﬀ to live with his ex-Marine uncle for the summer.
But Uncle Todd has bigger plans for Dylan than push-ups and early-morning jogs. Deep in the steamy jungles of Papua New Guinea, there's a WWII ﬁghter plane named SECOND ACE that's been lost for years, a plane that Dylan's own grandfather barely escaped from with his life. In all this time, no one
has ever been able to track down SECOND ACE -- but now Dylan and his uncle are going to try. Lush and haunted, vital and deadly, these alien jungles half a world away could mean Dylan's salvation, or they could swallow him whole.

Rescue Josh McGuire
Arrow When thirteen-year-old Josh runs away to the mountains of Montana with an orphaned bear cub destined for laboratory testing, they both must ﬁght for their lives in a sudden snowstorm. Suggested level: primary, intermediate.
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Red Midnight
Harper Collins When guerrilla soldiers strike Santiago's village, they destroy everything in their path -- including his home and family. Santiago and his four-year-old sister escape, running for their lives. But the only way they can be truly safe is to leave Guatemala behind forever. So Santiago and
Angelina set sail in a sea kayak their Uncle Ramos built while dreaming of his own escape. Sailing through narrow channels guarded by soldiers, shark-infested waters, and days of painful heat and raging storms, Santiago and Angelina face an almost impossible voyage hundreds of miles across the open
ocean, heading for the hope of a new life in the United States.

Stranded
Paw Prints Twelve-year-old Koby's struggle to save several pilot whales stranded on the sand helps her come to terms with the eﬀects of a bicycle accident that cost her part of her leg and brought her parents ﬁnancial worries

Booktalks and More
Motivating Teens to Read
Libraries Unlimited Inspire teenagers to read quality literature and help them explore issues relevant to their lives. This outstanding book oﬀers motivational, ready-to-use booktalks for more than 100 of the best new reads for teenagers, guaranteed to pique teen interest. With a focus on recently
published ﬁction and nonﬁction titles in a wide variety of genres and themes, these dynamic booktalks center around issues, problems, and challenges that young adults are facing.

Countdown
Paw Prints

Touching Spirit Bear
Harpercollins Childrens Books After his anger erupts into violence, Cole, in order to avoid going to prison, agrees to participate in a sentencing alternative based on the native American Circle Justice, and he is sent to a remote Alaskan Island where an encounter with a huge Spirit Bear changes his life.

Touching Spirit Bear Novel Units Student Packet
Novel Units, Incorporated

The Horn Book Guide to Children's and Young Adult Books
Wilder Boys
Simon and Schuster To evade their mother's abusive boyfriend, brothers Jake, 13, and Taylor, 11, venture from the suburbs of Pittsburgh toward the wilds of Wyoming in search of the father they have not seen in four years, using their wilderness skills to survive against both natural and human dangers.
Includes wilderness tips. Simultaneous eBook.

Touching Spirit Bear
The Novel Study
As traditional Aboriginal justice concepts move to the forefront of public consciousness, Ben Mikaelsen's Touching Spirit Bear oﬀers a timely account of a troubled 15-year-old-boy who ﬁnds himself banished by a sentencing circle to a remote Alaskan island. Created for use with Touching Spirit Bear, this
novel study examines sentencing circles, traditional Aboriginal justice, and the youth Criminal Justice Act.

Whale Talk
Harper Collins “A truly exceptional book.”—Washington Post There's bad news and good news about the Cutter High School swim team. The bad news is that they don't have a pool. The good news is that only one of them can swim anyway. Bestselling author Chris Crutcher’s controversial and acclaimed
novel follows a group of outcasts as they take on inequality and injustice in their high school. "Crutcher's superior gifts as a storyteller and his background as a working therapist combine to make magic in Whale Talk. The thread of truth in his ﬁction reminds us that heroes can come in any shape, color,
ability or size, and friendship can bridge nearly any divide.”—Washington Post T.J. Jones hates the blatant preferential treatment jocks receive at his high school, and the reverence paid to the varsity lettermen. When he sees a member of the wrestling team threatening an underclassman, T.J. decides
he’s had enough. He recruits some of the biggest misﬁts at Cutter High to form a swim team. They may not have very much talent, but the All-Night Mermen prove to be way more than T.J. anticipated. As the unlikely athletes move closer to their goal, these new friends might learn that the journey is
worth more than the reward. For fans of Andrew Smith and Marieke Nijkamp. "Crutcher oﬀers an unusual yet resonant mixture of black comedy and tragedy that lays bare the superﬁciality of the high-school scene. The book's shocking climax will force readers to re-examine their own values and may
cause them to alter their perception of individuals pegged as 'losers.'"—Publishers Weekly An American Library Association Best Book for Young Adults New York Public Library Books for the Teen Age Features a new afterword by Chris Crutcher

The Raft
Feiwel & Friends Robie is an experienced traveler. She's taken the ﬂight from Honolulu to the Midway Atoll, a group of Paciﬁc islands where her parents live, many times. When she has to get to Midway in a hurry after a visit with her aunt in Hawaii, she gets on the next cargo ﬂight at the last minute.
She knows the pilot, but on this ﬂight, there's a new co-pilot named Max. All systems are go until a storm hits during the ﬂight. The only passenger, Robie doesn't panic until the engine suddenly cuts out and Max shouts at her to put on a life jacket. They are over miles of Paciﬁc Ocean. She sees Max
struggle with a raft. And then . . . she's in the water. Fighting for her life. Max pulls her onto the raft, and that's when the real terror begins. They have no water. Their only food is a bag of Skittles. There are sharks. There is an island. But there's no sign of help on the way.
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Book Review Index 2009
Cumulation
Book Review Index Cumulation Book Review Index provides quick access to reviews of books, periodicals, books on tape and electronic media representing a wide range of popular, academic and professional interests. The up-to-date coverage, wide scope and inclusion of citations for both newly
published and older materials make Book Review Index an exceptionally useful reference tool. More than 600 publications are indexed, including journals and national general interest publications and newspapers. Book Review Index is available in a three-issue subscription covering the current year or
as an annual cumulation covering the past year.

Freakling
Candlewick Press A thrilling, fast-paced dystopian novel about the dangers of unchecked power and the dilemmas facing a boy torn between two ways of life. In twelve-year-old Taemon’s city, everyone has a power called psi — the ability to move and manipulate objects with their minds. When Taemon
loses his psi in a traumatic accident, he must hide his lack of power by any means possible. But a humiliating incident at a sports tournament exposes his disability, and Taemon is exiled to the powerless colony. The "dud farm" is not what Taemon expected, though: people are kind and open, and they
actually seem to enjoy using their hands to work and play and even comfort their children. Taemon adjusts to his new life quickly, making friends and ﬁnding unconditional acceptance. But gradually he discovers that for all its openness, there are mysteries at the colony, too — dangerous secrets that
would give unchecked power to psi wielders if discovered. When Taemon unwittingly leaks one of these secrets, will he have the courage to repair the damage — even if it means returning to the city and facing the very people who exiled him?

Incident at Hawk's Hill
Perfection Learning Six-year-old Ben is very small for his age, and gets along better with animals than people. One June day in 1870, Ben wanders away from his home on Hawk's Hill and disappears into the waving prairie grass. This is the story of how a shy, lonely boy survives for months in the wilds
and forges a bond with a female badger. ALA Notable Book. Newbery Honor Book.

Ghost Hawk
Simon and Schuster At the end of a winter-long journey into manhood, Little Hawk returns to ﬁnd his village decimated by a white man's plague and soon, despite a fresh start, Little Hawk dies violently but his spirit remains trapped, seeing how his world changes.

Hello, Universe
Bonnier Zaﬀre Ltd. In one day, four lives weave together in unexpected ways. Virgil Salinas is shy and kindhearted and feels out of place in his loud family. Valencia Somerset, who is deaf, is smart, brave, and secretly lonely, and loves everything about nature. Kaori Tanaka is a self-proclaimed psychic,
whose little sister Gen is always following her around. And Chet Bullens wishes the weird kids would just act normal so that he can concentrate on basketball. They aren't friends - at least not until Chet pulls a prank that traps Virgil and his pet guinea pig at the bottom of a well. This disaster leads Kaori,
Gen, and Valencia on an epic quest to ﬁnd the missing Virgil. Is it a coincidence that their lives collide? Or are some things just meant to be? An irresistible story about unlikely friendships from an acclaimed and award-winning author.

Brian's Hunt
Random House Digital, Inc. Two years after having survived a plane crash into the Canadian wilderness, a sixteen-year-old boy returns to the wild, where he befriends a wounded dog and hunts a rogue bear.

The True Story of Jim the Wonder Dog
Roadrunner Press

How to Read a Person Like a Book
Simon and Schuster Text and illustrations provide instructions on how to interpret the body language of others.

When Sophie Gets Angry - Really, Really Angry...
Scholastic Inc. Three-time Caldecott Honor artist Molly Bang's award-winning book helps children and parents better understand anger. Everybody gets angry sometimes. And for children, anger can be very upsetting and frightening. In this Caldecott Honor book, children will see what Sophie does when
she gets angry. Parents, teachers, and children can talk about it. People do lots of diﬀerent things when they get angry. What do you do?

Because of Winn-Dixie
Candlewick Press A classic tale by Newbery Medalist Kate DiCamillo, America's beloved storyteller. One summer’s day, ten-year-old India Opal Buloni goes down to the local supermarket for some groceries – and comes home with a dog. But Winn-Dixie is no ordinary dog. It’s because of Winn-Dixie that
Opal begins to make friends. And it’s because of Winn-Dixie that she ﬁnally dares to ask her father about her mother, who left when Opal was three. In fact, as Opal admits, just about everything that happens that summer is because of Winn-Dixie. Featuring a new cover illustration by E. B. Lewis and an
excerpt of Kate DiCamillo's newest novel, Raymie Nightingale.

Capturing Readers with Children's Choice Book Awards
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A Directory of State Programs
Linworth Publishing, Incorporated Learn how to implement an awards program in Your School! How-to steps with suggestions for collaboration, obtaining funding, and publicity are included, as well as a timeline, oﬃcial websites, sample ballots, press releases, and promotional activities.

Li Lun, Lad of Courage
Bloomsbury Publishing USA Because of his fear of the sea, a young Chinese boy is sent to a distant mountain where he proves his bravery.

Handbook of Research on Children's and Young Adult Literature
Routledge This landmark volume is the ﬁrst to bring together leading scholarship on children’s and young adult literature from three intersecting disciplines: Education, English, and Library and Information Science. Distinguished by its multidisciplinary approach, it describes and analyzes the diﬀerent
aspects of literary reading, texts, and contexts to illuminate how the book is transformed within and across diﬀerent academic ﬁgurations of reading and interpreting children’s literature. Part one considers perspectives on readers and reading literature in home, school, library, and community settings.
Part two introduces analytic frames for studying young adult novels, picturebooks, indigenous literature, graphic novels, and other genres. Chapters include commentary on literary experiences and creative production from renowned authors and illustrators. Part three focuses on the social contexts of
literary study, with chapters on censorship, awards, marketing, and literary museums. The singular contribution of this Handbook is to lay the groundwork for colleagues across disciplines to redraw the map of their separately ﬁgured worlds, thus to enlarge the scope of scholarship and dialogue as well
as push ahead into uncharted territory.

Forthcoming Books
Whatcha Mean, What's a Zine?
The Art of Making Zines and Minicomics
Paw Prints Explores the diversity and creativity that can be captured in zines, handmade mini-comics or magazines, with helpful tips and practical suggestions for writing, producing, editing, and printing one.

The White Giraﬀe
Book 1
Hachette UK The ﬁrst book in the heart-warming White Giraﬀe series by Lauren St John, featuring the African adventures of Martine and her magical white giraﬀe. When tragedy strikes on a winter's night in England, Martine is sent to live with her grandmother on a game reserve in South Africa. Her
wild, beautiful new home is riddled with secrets, but lonely Martine ﬁnds comfort in the legend of a white giraﬀe and in mysterious Grace, who believes Martine has a powerful gift. Defying her grandmother by entering the reserve alone, Martine is plunged into a world of danger, mystery and adventure.
Who can she trust? And how far will she go to save the only friend she has ever known?

Mr. Tucket
In 1848, while on a wagon train headed for Oregon, fourteen-year-old Francis Tucket is kidnapped by Pawnee Indians and then falls in with a one-armed trapper who teaches him how to live in the wild.

Among the Betrayed
Simon and Schuster Thirteen-year-old Nina is imprisoned by the Population Police, who give her the option of helping them identify illegal "third-born" children, or facing death.

The Landry News
Simon and Schuster NEW STUDENT GETS OLD TEACHER The bad news is that Cara Landry is the new kid at Denton Elementary School. The worse news is that her teacher, Mr. Larson, would rather read the paper and drink coﬀee than teach his students anything. So Cara decides to give Mr. Larson
something else to read—her own newspaper, The Landry News. Before she knows it, the whole ﬁfth-grade class is in on the project. But then the principal ﬁnds a copy of The Landry News, with unexpected results. Tomorrow’s headline: Will Cara’s newspaper cost Mr. Larson his job?

Origami For Kids
Easy Japanese Origami Instruction Book For Kids
Createspace Independent Publishing Platform ★★★Buy the Paperback version of ORIGAMI FOR KIDS and get the Kindle ebook version included for FREE!★★★ Available To Read On Your Computer, MAC, Smartphone, Kindle Reader, iPad, or Tablet! Origami For Kids is a great buy for anyone looking to
learn and master the ancient art of Japanese Paper Folding. Not only is it it suitable for kids, but Adult Beginners will also ﬁnd this book easy to learn and enjoyable! What to expect: This Origami Book will take you by the hand and lead you step by step through 14 diﬀerent origami projects. Each project
has helpful pictures and well written instructions at each step to guide you and ensure you don't get lost. You will notice as you progress through the Origami Book, the ﬁrst few projects will start oﬀ quite easy (such as a Heart, a Cup, and an Envelope) and then they gradually start to get harder with
more advanced techniques (including the likes of the Brachiosaurus and the traditional Crane). Not only will you be impressing your family and friends with your new-found paper-folding skills, but you'll also be amazing them with your new knowledge of Japanese culture and history. You'll not only learn
Japanese words, you'll learn how to draw a few of them in the Japanese language. ★★★What are you waiting for? Scroll up and click the buy now button to enter the wonderful world of Origami.★★★
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My Life in Dog Years
Yearling Gary Paulsen has owned dozens of unforgettable and amazing dogs, and here are his favorites--one to a chapter. Among them are Snowball, the puppy he owned as a boy in the Philippines; Ike, his mysterious hunting companion; Electric Fred and his best friend, Pig; Dirk, the grim protector;
and Josh, one of the remarkable border collies working on Paulsen's ranch today. My Life in Dog Years is a book for every dog lover and every Paulsen fan--a perfect combination that shows vividly the joy and wisdom that come from growing up with man's best friend.
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